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OUR MOTORHOME

OUR ALL-DAY CAR

OUR TRANSPORTER

Rediscover Leisure.

Being at home on all roads. À Deux or with the family, trekking in the mountains or blinking into the sun on the beach, to 

take a long trip or just starting off on a weekend - a Globecar is always your fl exible companion. With a Globecar you will rediscover leisure, 

because it masters every mountain road as well as every tight old town‘s alley without a problem. And with the comfortable ambience of the 

generously sized habitation area and loads of space for all the small and big luggage - that‘s your Globecar.

Versatilely usable. A Globecar motorhome can be driven as comfortably as a big car. That‘s the reason why your Globecar is the 

ideal vehicle in all-day life: for the daily way to work, for going on errands, for the Sunday visits at aunty‘s and for the drive to the gym meeting 

with friends. Simply for everything you would do with a conventional car. Every Globecar motorhome features a minimum of 4 registered seats, 

some even are fi tted with up to 6 registered seats with 3-Point Seat Belts.

Loads of space, and then some.  But not for compromises. The rear stowage space in a Globecar has been concepted 

so that the motorhome can used as a Transporter when needed. It doesn‘t matter if bulky and voluminous or long and cumbersome - (almost) 

everything will fi t. Even a stepladder will easily fi t, thanks to the possibility to load from rear to front . This is how your Globecar proves its true 

„greatness“ - even if you have to transport a bit more. Scarce space is someone else‘s problem - you have a Globecar!

Flexible and Family-Approved.

Space for True „Greatness“.
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9 REASONS
… why you will simply love your Globecar.

You can‘t explain fascination rationally - but quality 

you can. When both comes together in a motorhome - when quality starts to fascinate 

- then it has to be a Globecar. Because there are countless reasons for a Globecar, we 

would love to present you nine of them. Whilst reading this catalogue you will undoubt-

edly discover more reasons - uncompromising great quality, stylish design and detailed 

perfection. Fascinating.

Separated slatted frames – 
relaxed sleep and active wake up.

Skylights with adapter frames – 
clean workmanship in the detail.

Simply comfortable –
extra wide electric entry step (Omnistep).

Outside fi lling port – 
for easier fi lling.

Bulkhead partition instead nets – 
for secure loading.

Large ISO-Windows –
standard with shutters.

Warm air outlet – 
cosy warmth in the rear - only in a Globecar.

Hand-cranked HEKI –
skylight with comfort.

Giant beds –  
space for stretching and relaxing.
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STANDARD PROTECTION9 REASONS
The new Globecar Insect Pleat.… why you will simply love your Globecar.

Simply comfortable –
extra wide electric entry step (Omnistep).

PROTECTED WITH A FLICK OF THE 
WRIST.

Sophisticated functionality. The Insect Pleat is being space-

savingly integrated into the side door of the Globecar. If needed it can be easily 

handled with a fl ick of a wrist and arrested in the needed position. And the best of 

this: this is from now on standard in every Globecar.

HOUSE BAN FOR PESTS.

Unadulterated summer fun. Having the door open, with a glass 

of quality wine on a wonderful summer‘s eve … if there weren‘t these pesky mosqui-

tos. Mosquitos and other creepy-crawlies are from now on under a house ban in your 

Globecar. The new standard, fi ne and transparent Insect Pleat will keep these pests 

reliably away without blocking your view on the sundown.
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ROADSCOUT
Flexible and mobile.

ROADSCOUT R
Spacious inside, compact outside.

CAMPSCOUT
Mobile home for the sophisticated traveller.

Experiencing travelling anew.
GLOBESCOUT

Off into the holidays in style.
GLOBESCOUT-STYLE

GLOBESCOUT-SPORTIVE
Dynamic on all roads.
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GLOBECAR D-LINE
Perfect travel experience.

Taking off carefree. Regardless if your are on the road à deux or 

take off into the holidays with the whole family - Globecar‘s D-Line always has 

the ideal motorhome for you. Premium furniture design, practical and detailed so-

lutions and sophisticated layouts deliver the perfect travelling experience. Globe-

car‘s D-Line is offering everything to the sophisticated traveller who values the 

highest functionality and reliable and approved standards. Just get in - you will 

never regret choosing a Globecar.

FAMILYSCOUT
On the road with the family.

FAMILYSCOUT-L
Mobile apartment.

636-FR
Extra-classy sleeping comfort.

FORTSCOUT
Flexible all-rounder.

COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
Comfort meets functionality.
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3

The kitchen. Clear open design with 
a spacious work surface.

The dinette. Comfortable dinette suite 
with multifunctional table.

The sleeping area. Generous rear double bed 
and clever stowage solutions.

Upholstery: Silver   |   Alternative Table: Optional

Alternative Table: Optional
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GLOBESCOUT
Experiencing travelling anew.

On the road with your own home. Mobility with com-

fort - the Globescout unites the fl exibility of a big car with the possibilities of 

a motorhome. The seat bench of the half-dinette offers comfortable space for 

two people and turns into a cosy full dinette for four by turning passenger’s and 

driver’s seat around. The large rear double bed convinces not only with excellent 

sleeping comfort but also with a lot of stowage space. For an additional sleeping 

space for an adult or two children Globecar offers an optional third bed. If needed 

the half-dinette can be changed into a single guest bed. The Globescout is avail-

able on Fiat Ducato or Citroën Jumper base chassis.

Globescout

Loads of Stowage Space
Generous Space for large luggage and the small extras. 

460 kg Load Capacity
Zero stress whilst packing - nothing is too heavy for a Globecar. 

Clear Separation of Living Areas
CLearly layouted living comfort - exactly like at home. 

+
+
+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Cleverly designed 
function where needed.

4 2 + 1 Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

1.905 2 x 11 kg5.998 x 2.050 x 2.590 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.840 kgCitroën: 2,2l-110/130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,0l-115 PS; 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS
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3

The living room. Generous ambience, 
comfortably well-cushioned seats.

The sleeping area. Broad rear double 
bed with a comfort mattress.

Upholstery: Beach   |   Alternative Table: Optional

Alternative Table: Optional
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GLOBESCOUT-STYLE 
Off into the holidays in style.

May it be a bit more? More design, more comfort, more mo-

torhome? The Globescout Style combines the reliability and the approved layout 

of the Globescout with design and fi rst-class equipment. Metallic fi nish with alu-

minium look, bumpers in vehicle colour, roof railing, alloy wheels and chassis ad-

ditions on the outside plus additional fi nesses are signifying style and mobility on 

a complete new level. The interior catches up with its centrally placed bathroom, 

the comfort upholstery and elegant ambience which the stylish exterior promises. 

You can get the Globescout Style on a Fiat Ducato or on a Citroën Jumper base 

chassis. 

GLOBESCOUT-STYLE

Loads of Stowage Space
Variable stowage space for everything you won’t want to miss whilst being on vacation.

420 kg Load Capacity
Ensuring that you won’t reach load Limits when going on vacation.

Spacious Central Bathroom
A lot of space for the daily refreshment in the “wellness room” of your Globecar.

Inferior and Exterior: Sportive and Elegant
Fascination at fi rst glance: Always cutting a fi ne fi gure with this Globecar.

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Centrally placed bathroom 
provides a generous feeling of spaciousness.

4 2 + 1 Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

1.905 2 x 11 kg5.998 x 2.050 x 2.590 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.880 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS
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3

The kitchen. Optimised enjoyable 
cooking on the road.

The living room. Dynamic optic; fl exible 
pivotable table.

The sleeping area. Large rear bed; 
design in natural wood décor.

Upholstery: Sportive   |   Alternative Table: Optional

Alternative Table: Optional
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GLOBESCOUT-SPORTIVE
Dynamic on all roads.

Dynamic optic. White and Carbon in exciting contrast, sportive styling 

in all details - the Globescout Sportive calls for attention. Starting with the matte 

black accented window surfaces in textile optic, leading on to the dynamically 

styled radiator grille, the Globescout Sportive is presented as dynamic, sportive 

and active in all its details without missing on comfort. The ideal motorhome 

for exciting vacations and completely fi tted for all-day use on its Fiat Ducato or 

Citroën Jumper chassis base. A modern extra-classy motorhome, the perfect com-

panion for all-day life and leisure - for vacation and the way to work, for driving to 

sports or a spontaneous weekend trip.

GLOBESCOUT-SPORTIVE

Sportive Design
Very dynamic inferior and exterior.

Loads of Stowage Space
Variable stowing areas, even for bulky loads.

460 kg Load Capacity
The great freedom for packing.

Clear Separation of Living Areas
Ambience with a sense of space and clear layout.

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Optimal space 
utilisation; large window.

4 2  (+ 1 Op-
tional) 

Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

1.905 2 x 11 kg5.928 x 2.050 x 2.590 mm (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.840 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Technical Data: 
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3

The kitchen. Always quick at hand - the 
bag on the side of the counter.

The door handle. Best quality - as are 
all metal fi ttings used in a Globecar.

The stowing area. Loads of space for 
secure and safe loading and packing.

The sleeping area. Comfy space for two with 
excellent resting comfort.

Upholstery:  Silver
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ROADSCOUT
Flexible and mobile.

Variable use of space. Winding alleys or tight streets? No prob-

lem for the Roadscout! With its vehicle length of just 5.41m the Roadscout is fi t 

for old town alleys and offers - with its Fiat Ducato or Citroën Jumper chassis - the 

full comfort of a perfect motorhome. For example fi tted with a multifunctional 

table (optional), which can be moved or pivoted freely and be folded behind the 

passenger seat. Or how about an added option which turns the half-dinette into 

an additional third sleeping place? The optional raising roof offers another com-

fortable double bed in the “fi rst fl oor”.

ROADSCOUT

Short Wheelbase
Agile and versatile whilst manoeuvring, even on winding roads. 

Loads of Stowing Possibilities
Enough space for your favourite things and then some. 

535 kg Load Capacity
Careless packing without stress - nothing has to stay home. 

Clear Layout in the Living Area
Living, sleeping, showering, cooking - everything has its place.

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Compact meas-
ures, but still specious.

4 2 + 1 OptionalRear Bed: 1.960 x 1.320/1.170 

1.905 2 x 11 kg5.413 x 2.050 x 2.590 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.765 kgCitroën: 2,2l-110/130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,0l-115 PS; 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

fortable double bed in the “fi rst fl oor”.

Technical Data: 
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3

The kitchen. Comfortable drawers for all 
kitchen utensils.

The 3rd sleeping space. Additional 
installable bed in the half-dinette. 

The stowing area. Everything can go - the 
great freedom with your holiday luggage.

The sleeping area. Reliable and approved solution 
with the transverse rear bed.

Upholstery: Silver   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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ROADSCOUT-R
Spacious inside, compact outside.

More free scope. Globecar’s new Roadscout-R shows again that the 

approved can be improved even more. By placing the bathroom centrally into the the 

middle of the layout of a 5.41m length motorhome, it became possible to further im-

prove essential room elements. By doing this the space in the half-dinette could be 

extended by generous 17cm - gaining more seating comfort. Likewise the centrally 

placed bathroom creates more elbow room for washing and showering. All other 

already approved components of the Roadscout have been taken over.

ROADSCOUT-R

Improved Seating Comfort
Generous space in the half-dinette. 

460 kg Load Capacity
Zero stress whilst packing - everything can go.

Roomy Central Bathroom
Room to move under the shower.

Loads of Stowage Space
Plenty of space for the big luggage and the small extras.

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Centrally placed, with 
optimal use of space.

4 2 + 1 Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

1.905 2 x 11 kg5.413 x 2.050 x 2.590 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.840 kgCitroën: 2,2l-110/130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,0l-115 PS; 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Technical Data: 
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The sleeping area. The lengthwise beds 
can be changed into a double bed.

The Stowage Area. Optimal use of space 
when beds are folded up.

The sleeping area. Two separate lengthwise beds in 
the rear for undisturbed and comfy sleep.

Upholstery: Silver   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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CAMPSCOUT
Mobile home for the sophisticated traveller.

Perfected living space. A maximum of moving space and comfort 

without missing out on mobility - this is the successful concept of the Campscout. 

With its length of 6.36m the Campscout offers the optimum freedom for the creation 

of individualised living space. For example: the two lengthwise beds in the rear can 

be easily changed into a large double bed. The centrally placed bathroom with its 

two-part shutter door creates a luxurious large space. Also the full-dinette can be 

changed into an extra bed - the optional single transverse bed is even more comfort-

able. Fiat Ducato and Citroën Jumper are base chassis for the Campscout.

CAMPSCOUT

Separated Rear Beds or Huge Double Bed
Get to sleep as you like it - but always optimally comfortable. 

505 kg Load Capacity
Optimal fl exibility for loading - without being spoilt for choice. 

Roomy Central Bathroom
Enjoy showering-fun deluxe. 

Clearly Layouted Living Areas
A mobile apartment for feeling comfortable.

+
+
+

+

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Elegant washing basin and a 
lot of storage for bath utensils.

4 2 + 1 
Single Bed right: 2.000 x 800
Single Bed left: 1.900 x 800
as a Double Bed: 2.000/1.900 x 1.900

1.905 2 x 11 kg6.358 x 2.050 x 2.620 (L x B x H) 

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.995 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS
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3

The kitchen. Clear working space with 
functional details.

The full dinette. The classic for generous space 
and comfort.

The sleeping area. The optional raising roof 
creates space for another double bed.

Upholstery: Silver
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FAMILYSCOUT
On the road with the family.

Children’s room inclusive. Going on vacation with the family 

or going on a spontaneous trip with friends - the Familyscout, on Fiat Ducato or 

Citroën Jumper base, offers space for all. As standard the Familyscout features up 

to six registered seats. And even when it comes to sleeping it is quite generous: 

in addition to the spacious rear bed, the full dinette can be changed in to a bed for 

an adult or two children. Additional space can be created with the optional raising 

roof - the ideal children’s room. Even with this option the Familyscout features fi ve 

registered seats. 

FAMILYSCOUT

Up to 6 Registered Seats as Standard
The ideal family vehicle for your mobile vacations. 

505 kg Load Capacity
Enough space before reaching the limits. 

Spacious Central Bathroom
„Wellness room“ for the whole family. 

Clear Layout of Living Areas
Generous Ambience - functional, elegant and comfortable in one. 

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Spacious central bathroom, 
optimised into the last detail.

up to 6 3 Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.450/1.350
Dinette: 1.900 x 1.070/900

1.905 2 x 11 kg6.358 x 2.050 x 2.620 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.995 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS
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3

The kitchen. Cooking comfort for 
all opportunities.

The stowage space. Planned in detail 
for optimal use.

The stowage space. True “greatness” - 
even under the rear bed.

The sleeping area. Adjustable lighting 
for individual needs.

Upholstery: Silver
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FAMILYSCOUT-L
Mobile apartment.

Space for all. The “L” stands for the L-shaped full dinette lounge, offering 

plenty of space for these wonderfully convivial evenings with friends. Of course “L” 

could also stand for luxury, because with the optional raising roof the Familyscout-L 

turns into a mobile three-room apartment with bedroom, living room, kitchen and a 

“1st fl oor”. If more sleeping place is needed, the L-shaped dinette can be changed 

into an additional bed. Last but not least the central bathroom and the large kitchen 

turns the Familyscout-L into the ideal travel vehicle for the whole family. The Fam-

ilyscout-L is available on Fiat Ducato and Citroën Jumper base chassis. It features 

four registered seats as standard.

FAMILYSCOUT-L

Standard L-shaped Lounge
For the convivial meetings with friends.

505 kg Load Capacity
Generous clearance up to packing limits. 

Spacious Central Bathroom
„Wellness room“ for the whole family. 

Clear Layout of Living Areas
Generous ambience - functional and comfortable in one. 

+
+
+

+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Elegant design and 
practical wall units.

4 3 (+ 2 Optional)Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.450/1.350

1.905 2 x 11 kg6.358 x 2.050 x 2.620 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.995 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS
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3

The kitchen. Ideal to turn the vaca-
tions into culinary experiences.

The sleeping area. French bed with 
comfortable entry zone.

Upholstery: Silver   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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636-FR
Extra-classy sleeping comfort.

Extraordinary sense of space. For the fi rst time Globecar 

is presenting a layout featuring a sleeping area with a French bed. The consequent 

implementation - i.e. dropping incommoding wall elements - creates this extraor-

dinary sense of space in the 636-FR. The large French bed is comfortably entered 

via a small staircase. With its generous dimensions, the rear side wardrobe offers 

plenty of space for everything which has to taken on a vacation. Its position inside 

the rear bedroom is integrating it seamlessly into the optimised layout. As in other 

successful models, the centrally placed bathroom is creating the unique elbowroom 

whilst washing.

636-FR

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Functional “Wellness 
room” for limitless travel-fun.

4 2 + 1 Rear Bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

1.905 2 x 11 kg6.358 x 2.050 x 2.620 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 95 l
Waste Water: 92 l2.840 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

French Bed
Completely new designed bedroom.

Huge Rear Wardrobe
Splendidly accessible - loads of space.

Centrally Placed Bathroom
Large elbowroom for the daily hygiene.

Clear Layout of Living Areas
Central bathroom separates “living” from “sleeping“.

+
+
+

+
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3

The kitchen.  Cooking comfort through 
cleverly designed features.

The Lounge. Place for four at the table 
with its elegant curves.

The sleeping area. The rear double bed 
in the approved and reliable outfi t.

Upholstery: Silver
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FORTSCOUT
Flexible all-rounder.

Ideal for two with space for four. Thanks to its excellent 

use of available space, the Fortscout offers the maximum of fl exibility. A spontane-

ous day trip with friends? A long weekend in the countryside? An extended vaca-

tion à deux? The Fortscout is always ready to go. Thanks to its manoeuvrability, 

the Fortscout masters even the tight old town alleys. The Globecar Variosystem 

provides that no comfort in bathroom or kitchen has to be missed. The Fortscout fea-

tures four registered seats and - by utilising the pivotable driver’s seat - the dinette 

can be changed into an additional bed.  

FORTSCOUT

Lords of Stowage Possiblities
Plenty of space for the huge luggage and even for al the small extras. 

970 kg Load Capacity
Zero stress whilst packing - nothing will get too heavy for a Fortscout. 

Clear Layout of Living Areas
Living comfort with a clear overview - neat like at home. 

+
+
+

3

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

The bathroom. Featuring cassette-WC, 
washing basin and integrated shower.

4 2 + 1 Rear Bed: 1.920 x 1.310/1.220

1.950 2 x 11 kg5.651 x 1.974/2.074 x 2.695 (L x B x H) 

Fresh Water: 100 l
Waste Water: 80 l2.530 kgFord: 2,2l-125/140 PS
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COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
Comfort meets functionality.

Upholsteryen:

01  Lighting: Generously sized windows and skylights are creating a light 
and pleasant ambience in all living areas. In the evening numerous, intel-
ligently placed spots producing a cosy fl air. The automatic entry light lights 
up the sliding door entrance.

02  Insulation: Styrodur, PE-Foam and wood for the roof, RTM-Foam, wood 
and PVC for the fl oor - the insulation specifi cations are top notch on all sur-
faces. The insulations, partly bonded in sandwich-technique on the chassis 
surface, help to prevent cold bridges and guarantee an optimised noise re-
duction.

03  Kitchen comforts: The kitchen block - practically and space-savingly 
arranged directly at the entrance - is equipped with a 2-fl ames cooker, sink, 
extendable work surface and generous drawers to turn mobile cooking into 
pure fun!

04  Sanitation comforts: Regardless if placed centrally or on the vehicle’s 
side - the bathroom with Thetford WC, washing basin, shower and inset 
shower tray offers plenty of space and storage.

05  Mosquito sliding door: The new standard Globecar Insect Pleat is 
economically integrated into the sliding door, is easy to handle and arrests 
in any position. 

06  Raising roof: All layouts based on Fiat Ducato or Citroën Jumper Chas-
sis base can be optionally fi tted with a raising roof. This option provides two 
more sleeping spaces and is an ideal “roof chamber” for kids. Lighting and 
skylight are inclusive.

FIAT/CITROËN polarwhite

FIAT tizianred

FIAT/CITROËN blueline

FIAT/CITROËN black metallic

FIAT/CITROËN irongrey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN imperialblue

FIAT avario paganini

FIAT/CITROËN golden white metallic

FIAT/CITROËN profondored metallic

FIAT/CITROËN lagoblue metallic

FIAT/CITROËN grey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN aluminiumgrey metallic

FORD race-red

FORD frost-white

FORD polar-silver metallic

FORD panther-black metallic

FORD midnight sky grey metallic

FORD avalon-gray metallic

FORD blazer-blue

FORD atlantik-blue metallic

FORD midnight sky blue metallic

Lackfarben D-Line:

Beach
(Style)

Silver
(Standard)

Sportive
(Sportive)

Cottage
(alternative)
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GLOBECAR H-LINE
Mobility for the sophisticated traveller.

Style, individuality, quality – you fi nd all these manifested 

in Globecar’s H-Line. Every bespoke H-Line motorhome originates from a non-in-

dustrial manufacture and convinces with elegant living ambience, premium Rose-

wood design, intelligent solutions and refi ned details. The curved and contoured 

GFK high tops are the signature of all H-Line models and create loads of space 

internally. Globecar’s H-Line: mobility on the highest level for the sophisticated 

traveller.

42 - 43 COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
Detailed Perfection.

34 - 35 CONCORDE COMPACT
Geat Without Compromises.

36 - 37 VARIO 499
Home on Every Road.

38 - 39 VARIO 545
Staying Mobile at the Destination.

40 - 41 GLOBESCOUT VARIO
Pure Layout Perfection.



34

The kitchen. Ready for culinary 
discoveries.

The bedroom. Relaxing nights for 
active days.

Upholstery: Nizza Optional 
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The bathroom.  Spacious comforts 
over the vehicle’s width.

CONCORDE COMPACT
“Great” Without Compromises.

True “greatness”. With just 5.40m length the Concorde Compact 

offers more space for your dream vacations than other considerable longer mo-

torhomes. The living room features a full dinette with a four-seater lounge, which 

offers the option to extend to up to six registered seats. Kitchen and rear bathroom 

create enjoyable comfort and the luxury high top bed presents beautiful holiday 

dreams. Optionally the full dinette can be changed into another double bed. The 

Concorde Compact had been selected by promobil as the “Motorhome of The Year” 

for 10 years in sequence - anyone who drives one, surely understands why…

CONCORDE COMPACT

Short Wheel Base
Mobile and agile on bendy roads and tight old town alleys. 

Up to 6 Registered Seats Optional
Enough space for holiday experiences with your friends. 

490 kg Load Capacity
Plenty of space for every essential for an enjoyable mobile vacation. 

Rear Bathroom Placed Over the Whole Vehicle Width
Exclusive comfort bathroom with loads of elbow space. 

+
+
+

+

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

4 + 2 Optional 3 + 1 Optional 
Bunk Bed: 2.100 x 1.700
Dinette: 1.960 x 850/780 
(Optional: 1.960 x 1.300)

2.450 2 x 11 kg5.413 x 2.050 x 3.030 (3.115 Optional)  (L 
x B x H)

Fresh Water: 75 l
Waste Water: 80 l2.810 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Technical Data: 
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3

The sleeping area. Lots of light and space 
under the high top.

The kitchen. Equipped with a lot of love 
for details.

Upholstery: Solero Optional   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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3

The bathroom. Praktische Ablagen 
in bequemer Reichhöhe.

VARIO 499

VARIO 499

Only 4,99 m Wheelbase
Short and “great” - you will reach everywhere with this vehicle. 

535 kg Load Capacity
Trying to pack in even more? - No problems!

Rear Bathroom Placed Over the Whole Vehicle Width
Extra class bathroom for refreshment and enjoyment. 

+
+
+

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

4 2 + 1 Optional High Top Bed: 2.050 x 1.700

2.450 2 x 11 kg4.990 x 2.050 x 3.115 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 75 l
Waste Water: 80 l2.765 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat:  2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Home on Every Road.

Simply take off! A motorhome just under 5m length, with the agility 

of a conventional car and the equipment of a “big one” - you’ll fi nd all this with 

the Vario-499. With its agile 4.99m wheelbase this motorhome masters angular old 

town alleys as well as mountain-side serpentines or hairpin bends. There’s a lot of 

storage space in the elegantly rounded living room compartments and the rear side 

bathroom - located over the whole width of the vehicle - leaves enough comfortable 

elbow space. Sleeping is pure joy in the panorama high top bed and a third bed is 

optionally available.

Technical Data: 
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3

The sleeping area. Optimised space usage with 
a deluxe double high top bed.

The stowage space. Loads of space even 
for bulky items.

Upholstery: Solero Optional   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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3

The bathroom. Functional comfort, 
featuring a large mirror.

VARIO 545
Staying Mobile at the Destination.

Optimised use of space. Thanks to a short wheelbase the Globe-

car Vario 545 is as agile as its smaller brother, but offers space for 4 persons as 

standard. The slightly longer wheelbase can be utilised very variably: with double 

Bunk beds in the rear and the standard deluxe double high top bed the Vario 545 

is the ideal vehicle for 4 people. Utitlise the rear as a bicycle storage and you will 

be optimally mobile at your destinations. Additionally a generously spaced central 

walk-through bathroom and the functional and comfortable kitchen with its manifold 

storage compartments: with the Globecar Vario 545 every trip becomes pure joy.

VARIO 545

Short Wheelbase:
Agile and fl exible on all roads. 

Standard Rear Bunk Beds
Optimally arranged sleeping places for optimal space usage. 

4 Sleeping Places as Standard
Ideal for family vacations.

Spacious Bicycle Garage on Demand
For your individual mobility at your destination. 

+
+
+

+

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

4 4
High Top: 2.050 x 1.700 
Bunk Bed down: 1.960 x 740
Bunk Bed up: 1.680 x 670 1.960 x 1.400/1.300

2.450 2 x 11 kg5.413 x 2.050 x 3.110 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 75 l
Waste Water: 80 l2.830 kgCitroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Technical Data: 
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The sleeping area. Generously offered space in the 
rear and below the high top.

The kitchen. Elegant line throughout the 
rounded-up kitchen block.

Upholstery: Mindoro   |   Alternative Table: Optional
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The bathroom. Freedom to move 
with the extendable shower trey.

GLOBESCOUT VARIO
Pure Layout Perfection.

More elbow space. Families with children, grandparents with their 

grandchildren or going on vacation with friends - the Globescout Vario - with its 

space for 2 to 4 people and the generous space under its high top - is a true classic. 

Based on Fiat Ducato or Citroën Jumper chassis, the Globescout Vario’s clever spa-

cial concept with a rounded-up kitchen block, half dinette and extendable shower 

tray offers a maximum of elbow room. The spacious wardrobe, built over the whole 

height of the vehicle, and the added wall cabinets, offer loads of storage space. Are 

more sleeping places needed? - No problem with the optional high top double bed 

with WINX Wave-Profi le mattress.

GLOBESCOUT VARIO

Optional 4 Sleeping Places
Variable sleeping space meeting any demands. 

Loads of Stowage Possibilities
Flexibly utilisable clearance for everything you need on vacations. 

580 kg Load Capacity
Enough reserves for all the big and not-so-big extras. 

Clear Living Area Layout
Mobile apartment with separate functional areas.

+
+
+

+

Technical Data: 

Advantages:

4 2 + 2 Optional Rear Bed: 1.950 x 1.400/1.200
High Top Bed Optional: 2.150 x 1.350

2.450 2 x 11 kg5.999 x 2.050 x 3.115 (L x B x H)

Fresh Water: 80 l
Waste Water: 80 l2.920 kg Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 PS; 3,0l-177 PS

Technical Data: 
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COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
Detailed Perfection.

Upholstery:
Nizza
(Vario 499, 
Vario 545)

Mindoro 
(2Win Vario)

Solero
(Concorde)

01  On-board technology: Full functionality, even under low temperatures 
guaranteed with the Jonson-Control Battery (Yellow Top). Additionally this 
battery has an optimised long live and is completely maintenance-free. 
High-quality technology by CBE and Truma are ensuring that you stay mo-
bile anytime.

02  Stowage area: All H-Line models are convincing with cleverly designed 
storage arrangements, ball bearing mounted drawers and generous cabi-
nets and wardrobes - regardless which layout you choose.

03  Design furniture: The inferior built in high-class Rosewood design is offer-
ing the highest built-quality with corpus back panels, massive wood thickness-
es and hard-wearing fittings on all elements. The double-sided coated surfaces 
are extremely durable. 

04  Comfort kitchens: Exclusive design, refined and detailed solutions and 
a maximum of functional comfort are significant for all H-Line kitchens, 
without exceptions. 

05  Exclusive living quality: the cleverly designed and constructed layout, 
the special ambience and many benign details are turning vacations in a 
H-Line model into exciting and comfortable experiences.

06  Mosquito Sliding Door: The standard Globecar Insect Pleat is space-
savingly integrated into the sliding door, is easy to handle and can be ar-
rested in every position.

07  GFK-High Tops: The H-Line’s high tops are creating space. The PU-
foam insulation, the approved sandwiched construction and the 3mm-thick 
internal high top covering guaranteeing an excellent internal climate and 
function as both heat- and coolth-insulation.

FIAT/CITROËN polarwhite

FIAT tizianred

FIAT/CITROËN blueline

FIAT/CITROËN irongrey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN imperialblue

FIAT avario paganini

FIAT/CITROËN golden white metallic

FIAT/CITROËN profondored metallic

FIAT/CITROËN lagoblue metallic

FIAT/CITROËN grey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN aluminiumgrey metallic

Vehicle Colours H-Line:



Place your Dealer Details here

Technical changes and errors reserved. Please be kindly advised that some pictures in this brochure are showing alternative designs and 

special options which come with a surcharge and are not standard. All measures are metric, if not mentioned otherwise. Please refer to the 

separate price list for detailed information concerning technology, water supply and prices. Colour deviations are due to the print process. 

State of information: 08/2012.

Your Globecar Dealer is looking forward to meet you! br
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